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Abstract

It is shown that a Banach space E has the Radon-Nikodym
property (R.N.P.) if and only if every nonempty weakly-closed
bounded subset of E has an extreme point.

Notations

E, ~ ~ is a real Banach space with dual E’. For sets A C E, let c(A)
and E(A) denote the convex hull and closed convex hull, respectively.
If x E E and E &#x3E; 0, then B(x, e) = {y E E ; ~x - y~  e). A subset A of
E is said to be dentable if for every e &#x3E; 0 there exists a point x E A
such that xÉ c(ABB(x, e)).
Suppose that C is a nonempty, bounded, closed and convex subset

Such a set is called a slice of C.

LEMMA 1: Let C and CI be nonempty, bounded, closed and convex
subsets of E, such that CI C C and Ci # C. Then there exist x E C,
f E E’ and a &#x3E; 0 with f (x) = M(f, C) &#x3E; M(f, CI) + a.

PROOF: Without restriction, we can assume M(C) = 1. Take x, E
CBCl. By the separation theorem we have fi E E’ and a,&#x3E; 0 with

Let a = a,/3. Using a result of Bishop and Phelps (see [1]), we
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LEMMA 2: Let C be a nonempty, bounded, closed and convex

subset of E. If for every E &#x3E; 0, there exist convex and closed subsets Ci
and C2 of C, such that C = c(C1 U C2), Ci # C and diam C2 ~ E, then
C is dentable.

PROOF: Take E &#x3E; 0 and let Cl, C2 be convex and closed subsets of

C, such that C = E(CI U C2), Ci # C and diam C2 ~ E/2. By Lemma 1,
there exist x E C, f E E’ and a &#x3E; 0 with f (x) = M(f, C) &#x3E; M(f, CI) + a.

Let d = diam C and consider the set

It follows immediately that Q is a closed, convex subset of C and

This implies that CBQ C B(x, e) and therefore ë(CBB(x, e)) C Q.
Because x ~ Q, we have that x ~ c(CBB(x, e)), which proves the

lemma.

THEOREM 3: If the Banach space E hasn’t the RNP, there exists a

nonempty, bounded and weakly-closed subset of E without extreme

points.

PROOF: If E hasn’t the RNP, there is a closed and separable
subspace of E, which hasn’t the RNP (see [4]). Therefore we can
assume E separable.

Let C be a non-dentable, convex, closed and bounded subset of E.

By Lemma 2, there exists e &#x3E; 0, such that if C = ë(CI U C2), where

Cl, C2 are closed, convex and diam C2 - E, then C = CI. Suppose
C = U pEN* Bp, where Bp is the intersection of C and a closed ball with
radius e/2. By induction on p EN*, we construct sequences (Np)p,
(Vp)p and (ap)p, where Np is a finite subset of NP, Vp =
{(xw, Àw, fw); úJ E Np} a subset of C x [0, 1] x E’ and ap &#x3E; 0, with the

following properties:
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(1) Np is the projection of Np+I on the p first co-ordinates (p E N*).

(In (2) and (3), i is the summation index).

CONSTRUCTION:

(2) Suppose we found Np, Vp and a p.

By lemma 1, we obtain easily

Because diam Bp+i ~ e, this implies

Thus there are sequences and

it follows that

We verify that this completes the construction. Now, for every

p E N* and oi E Np, we define
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where for each v E N* the summation happens over all integers
i,, ... , iv satisfying (w, il, ... , iv) E N,,,,. It is clear that these limits

exist. Furthermore, we have for each p E N* and w E Np:

(In (1) is i the summation index).
We will show that R = {Yw; p E N* and oi E NI is the required set.
If z E C, there exists n E N* such that z E Bn. By construction

U = ÎÎ wENn (EBS(fw, an, C)) is a weak neighborhood of z and U rl R is
finite. Hence R is weakly closed and we also remark that R is discreet
in its weak topology. It remains to show that R hasn’t extreme points.
Take p E N* and w E Np.
Then there is some n E N * with Yw E Bn. Clearly, n &#x3E; p. Since

YwEc(UnENn(S(fn,an,C)nR)), and for each 03A9 ~ Nn we have

S(fn, an, C) fl Bn = 0, Yw is not an extreme point of R.
This completes the proof of the theorem.

COROLLARY 4: A Banach space E has the RNP if and only if every
bounded, closed and convex subset C of E contains an extreme point
of its weak*-closure Û in E".

PROOF: The necessity is a consequence of the work of Phelps (see
[5]).

If now E does not possess the RNP, there exists a bounded,
weakly closed subset R of E without extreme points. Clearly C =

E(R) does not contain an extreme point of its weak*-closure.
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